
 

 

The Southwestern Water Conservation District 
The West Building, 841 E Second Avenue 

Durango, CO 81301 
 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
A Regular Board Meeting of the 

Southwestern Water Conservation District 
will be held via Zoom on 

 
Thursday, April 1, 2021 
8:00 a.m. – 11:45 a.m. 
12:45 p.m. – 4:20 p.m. 

 
Friday, April 2, 2021 
8:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 

 
Video: Click here to join Zoom 

or 
Phone Number: (346) 248 7799 

Meeting ID: 852 4669 2513 
Passcode: 931249 

 
Posted and Noticed March 30, 2021 

Tentative Agenda 
 
Please text 970-901-1388 if you have difficulty joining the meeting. Please raise your hand to be recognized by the chair. 
To raise your hand by phone, dial*9. To raise your hand by computer, please use Alt+Y (Windows) or Option+Y (Mac). 
To mute and unmute by phone, dial *6. 
 
Except the time indicated for when the meeting is scheduled to begin, the times noted for each agenda item are estimates 
and subject to change. The Board may address and act on agenda items in any order to accommodate the needs of the 
Board and the audience. Agenda items can also be added during the meeting at the consensus of the Board.  
 
Agenda items may be placed on the Consent Agenda when the recommended action is non-controversial. The Consent 
Agenda may be voted on without reading or discussing individual items. Any Board member may request clarification 
about items on the Consent Agenda. The Board may remove items from the Consent Agenda at their discretion for further 
discussion.  

 
Thursday, April 1, 2021 
1.0 Call to Order – Roll Call, Verification of Quorum (8:00 a.m.) 
2.0 Review and Approve Agenda (8:02 a.m.) 
3.0 Executive Session (8:05 a.m.) 

3.1 Upcoming Diligence for SWCD Water Rights, Case No. 13CW3011, Division 7  
3.2 San Miguel River Basin Water Supply Planning 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85246692513?pwd=QjZSdXJEeENoYUNLcDNVc2MzNCswUT09
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3.3 Upcoming Diligence for the Southwestern Water Conservation District and La Plata County 
“06CW127” water rights, Division 7 

3.4 Application of the San Luis Valley Water Conservancy District, Case No. 21CW3004, Division 
3 

 
Break (10:05 a.m.-10:15 a.m.) 
 
4.0       Report Out from Executive Session (10:15 a.m.) 
5.0 Approve and/or Remove Consent Agenda Items (10:17 a.m.) 
6.0 Consent Agenda (10:20 a.m.) 

6.1 Approval of Minutes (Feb 10-11; Feb 24; March 11) 
6.2 Acceptance of Treasurer’s Report (February 2021) 

7.0 Reports (10:25 a.m.) 
7.1 Director Reports 
7.2 Board Committee Reports  
7.3 Staff Report 

7.3.1 Proposed SWCD Special Board Meetings: May 6th and May 20th 
7.4 Water Information Program Report 
7.5 Engineering Report  

7.5.1 Upper Colorado & San Juan River Basin Recovery Implementation Programs 
7.6 General Counsel Legal Report  

7.6.1 February Water Court Resume Review (Divisions 3, 4, 7) 
7.6.2 Proposed 2021 Instream Flow Appropriation on Rincon La Vaca Creek, Division 7 

– Request to Ratify Filing of Notice to Contest 
 
8.0 New Business (11:10 a.m.) 

8.1 Presentation regarding Adopted San Miguel Watershed Needs Assessment (11:10 a.m.) 
8.2 2020-21 Update from Center for Snow & Avalanche Studies – Jeff Derry (11:30 a.m.) 

 
Lunch Break (11:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m.) 
 
9.0 Executive Session (12:45 p.m.) 

9.1 General Manager Hiring Process – Conduct interviews and deliberations regarding candidates for 
the General Manager position 

10.0 Report Out from Executive Session (4:15 p.m.) 
 
Recess at 4:20 p.m. until Friday, April 2, 2021 at 8:00 a.m. 
 
Friday, April 2, 2021 
11.0 Call to Order – Roll Call, Verification of Quorum (8:00 a.m.) 
12.0 Review and Approve Agenda (8:03 a.m.) 
13.0 Executive Session (8:05 a.m.) 

13.1 General Manager Hiring Process—Continued deliberations regarding candidates for the 
General Manager position 

14.0 Report Out from Executive Session (8:35 a.m.) 
15.0 Questions and Comments from Public (8:40 a.m.) 
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16.0 Old Business (8:45 a.m.)   
16.1 Colorado River matters  

16.1.1 Update on Colorado Water Conservation Board’s continued exploration of demand 
management feasibility – Amy Ostdiek (8:45 a.m.) 

16.2 Hydrologic Conditions, including updates from the Division Engineers for Water Divisions 4 
and 7 – Rob Genualdi and Bob Hurford (9:00 a.m.) 

16.3 Colorado River matters (continued) (9:20 a.m.) 
16.3.1 Discussion of guiding principles for SWCD’s exploration and consideration of 

demand management – Chris Treese, Beth Van Vurst 
 

Break (10:20 a.m.-10:30 a.m.) 
 

16.4 SWCD Strategic Planning Update – Jacob Bornstein (10:30 a.m.) 
16.5 State Legislative Update – Chris Treese (11:00 a.m.) 
16.6 Federal Legislative Update – Christine Arbogast (11:15 a.m.) 
16.7 Southwest Basins Roundtable Update – Ed Tolen, Amy Huff (11:30 a.m.) 
16.8 Anti-Speculation Committee – Adam Reeves (11:45 a.m.) 

 
17.0 New Business (cont.) (12:00 p.m.)   

17.1 2021 Emergency Grant Requests to SWCD – Laura Spann, Chris Treese 
17.1.1 Colorado Cooperative Ditch Company – Cottonwood Syphon Repair 
17.1.2 Farmers Water Development Company – Gurley Dam Embankment Slip Repair 

 
18.0 Executive Session (if needed) 

 
19.0 Adjournment (12:30 p.m.) 
 
Upcoming Meetings 

Thursday, April 8, 2021     Special Board Meeting 
Wednesday, April 21, 2021     Special Board Meeting  
Thursday, May 6, 2021     Special Board Meeting (Proposed) 
Thursday, May 20, 2021     Special Board Meeting (Proposed) 
Wednesday, June 9 and Thursday, June 10, 2021  Regular Board Meeting 

 































 
 
 
Staff Report April 2021 
Southwestern Water Conservation District 

In the opinion of the general assembly of the state of Colorado, the conservation of the water 
of the San Juan and Dolores rivers and their tributaries for storage, irrigation, mining, and 
manufacturing purposes and the construction of reservoirs, ditches, and works for the purpose 
of irrigation and reclamation of additional lands not yet irrigated, as well as to furnish a 
supplemental supply of water for lands now under irrigation, is of vital importance to the growth 
and development of the entire district and the welfare of all its inhabitants and that, to promote 
the health and general welfare of the state of Colorado, an appropriate agency for the 
conservation, use, and development of the water resources of the San Juan and Dolores rivers 
and their principal tributaries should be established and given such powers as may be necessary 
to safeguard for Colorado, all waters to which the state of Colorado is equitably entitled.  
 

HYDROLOGY SNAPSHOT 
Update:  

Despite the recent history-making blizzard on Colorado’s Front Range, statewide snowpack sits at 

roughly 90 percent of average, down from 105 percent of average at the end of February. Just two 

river basins, the Arkansas and the Rio Grande, are registering above average snowpack respectively. 

Among the driest are the Gunnison Basin, at 86 percent of average, while the San Juan/Dolores basin 

is at just 83 percent of average. See the chart below for continued, record-setting low flows on the 

Animas River.  

According to the U.S. Drought Monitor, the entire state remains mired in drought, with nearly half 

classified as being extremely or exceptionally dry, the most dangerous categories. (see graphic below)   

In November, for only the second time in its history, the Colorado Water Conservation Board has 

activated its municipal emergency drought response plan in an effort to help cities cope with the dry 

conditions. As part of that effort some 14 cities have agreed to coordinate how they inform 

community members of potential drought restrictions. Even with slightly improving conditions, the 

emergency response plan remains in effect.  
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STReAm FLOwS ON mARCH 29TH 

San Juan at Pagosa Springs – 139 cfs  
Piedra at Arboles – 98.9 cfs 
Pine near Ignacio – 14.5 cfs 
Animas at Durango – 110 cfs (again record low) 
La Plata at Hesperus – 6.36 cfs 
Mancos near Towaoc  – 0 cfs 
McElmo Creek near Cortez – 15.5 cfs 
Dolores at Dolores – 57.5 cfs 
San Miguel at Placerville – 51.4 cfs 
San Miguel at Uravan – 23.7 cfs 
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THe COLORADO RIVeR  
Colorado River Hydrology & Storage Conditions  
The Colorado River Basin Forecast Center continues to predict an early and weak runoff. Limited, 
though recently improving, snowpack and persistent, dry soil conditions are to blame.  
 
The first half of March featured some dramatic swings in the weather that is typical of spring. The 
first week of March was largely dry with above normal temperatures. The second week of March 
brought widespread precipitation to much of the basin. Precipitation during the first half of March 
was mainly near to above normal across the majority of Utah/Colorado and Arizona. The northern 
Wasatch Range and Wyoming largely missed out on the storm systems during the first half of March, 
with well below normal precipitation.  
 
Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) conditions generally range between 65-95% of normal across the 
Upper Colorado River Basin. The majority of the Upper Colorado River Basin has seen modest (0-5%) 
increases in April-July water supply volume forecasts since early March, while Great Basin volume 
guidance has mostly decreased (0-5%). Mid-March spring runoff guidance generally ranges from 40-
80% of normal across the Upper Colorado River Basin with the mainstem Colorado enjoying the most 
optimistic forecasts.  
 
Lower Colorado River Basin SWE conditions are more variable and range between 5-85% of normal. 
Lower Colorado River Basin January-May water supply volume guidance continues in a dismal range 
of between 0-40% of normal. 
 
The US Bureau of Reclamation continues to project, water levels in Lakes Powell and Mead dropping 
low enough this year or next to trigger additional cuts in water deliveries to Lower Basin states. The 
March blizzard in Colorado, because it did not benefit much of Colorado’s Western Slope, isn’t likely to 
change that. 
 

A recent study by 13 researchers conducted under Utah State University’s Center for Colorado River 

Studies, offers the gloomiest, long-term forecast yet for the Colorado River. The new study warns that 

lower basin states may have to slash their diversions from the river by up to 40% by the 2050s to 

keep reservoirs from falling too low. Such a cut would amount to roughly twice as much as the Lower 

Basin states agreed to absorb under the drought contingency plan approved in 2019. 

Overall, the study warned that managing the river sustainably will require substantially larger cuts in 

use by Lower Basin states than currently envisioned. This study focused on warming temperatures’ 

consequences for reductions of water available to basin states over the long term.  
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Also noted were forecasted curbs on future diversions by Upper Basin states. While the study 

principally focused on Lower Basin consequences, the study took a shot at long-standing plans by the 

Upper Basin states to increase our take from the river. “The Upper Basin states’ forecasts of river 

diversions are unrealistic and would make it virtually impossible to maintain stable water supplies 

over an extended period,” the study said. 
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HARRIS WATER ENGINEERING, INC. 
954 EAST SECOND AVENUE, #202 
DURANGO, COLORADO  81301 
970-259-5322 
carrie@durangowater.com 
 
Memorandum 
Mach 24, 2021 
 
To:  SWCD Board of Directors 
From: Carrie Padgett 
Subject:  Engineering Report for the February 10 and 11, 2021 Board Meeting 
 
The following is a summary of the topics Carrie Padgett worked on for SWCD since the last Board 
meeting, during the months of February and March in 2021. For more background and detail please 
contact me.  
 
San Juan and Upper Basin Endangered Fish Recovery Programs 
I participated in a series of Biology Committee meetings in February. These meetings were held 
over two days. Many trips were impacted by the pandemic, so results were not as robust as previous 
years due to few trips being taken. The next meeting of the Biology Committee is scheduled for 
May 4 with the Annual Meeting to be held on May 5.  

 Habitat monitoring: 2020 lacked a sizeable run-off which resulted in loss of complex 
islands in most reaches but increased bank backwaters, secondary channel backwaters, and 
large embayment low velocity habitats. These were the second highest since the 1990s.  

 Razorback sucker stocking: About 12,200 Razorback suckers were stocked in 2020. Most 
of these fish were raised at the NAPI ponds. All fish are PIT tagged prior to stocking to 
allow for easier identification of wild vs hatchery when/if captured in the future.  

 Colorado pikeminnow stocking: The program is currently changing their stocking 
protocols. In previous years 400,000 age-0 fish were stocked every fall. Moving forward 
in 2021, age 1+ fish will be stocked for easier identification of wild vs hatchery in the field.  

 Age-0 Colorado pikeminnow have been detected in 4 out of the last 5 years.  
 2020 marked the 23rd consecutive year of reproduction for Razorback suckers.  

 
Since the annual trip to D.C. was canceled this year, a series of virtual meetings is scheduled for 
the week of April 19. I plan to attend any meeting with Colorado representatives present. I will 
also be attending the upcoming meeting with Representative Boebert to provide information 
specific to the Recovery Programs next week.  
 
Navajo Reservoir 
I did not participate in any activities in February and March specific to Navajo Reservoir 
operations. The next operations meeting will be held virtually on April 20 at 1:00 pm.  
 
Water Bank 
I did not participate in any activities in February and March specific to the Water Bank Work 
Group. No activities are planned in the upcoming months.  
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Paradox Salinity Project 
I did not participate in any activities in February and March specific to the Paradox Salinity Project. 
  
Animas Watershed Partnership (AWP) 
The steering committee continues to meet monthly. As you may recall, AWP has two active 
Reclamation WaterSmart grants. Recently, the coordinate has been focused on their second grant, 
a Florida River Assessment to identify future project opportunities. From this work, the 
coordinator has met with one landowner and has started scoping a project to benefit both the 
landowner’s agricultural operations and the river’s riparian area along their property. The 
coordinator is currently working with the landowner and committee members on pursuing 
applicable grant opportunities for this future work. I have been attending finical subcommittee 
meetings to help develop strategic and outreach plans for upcoming years once the WaterSmart 
grants are completed.



THE SOUTHWESTERN WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 
Developing and Conserving the Waters in the 

SAN JUAN AND DOLORES RIVERS AND THEIR TRIBUTARIES 
West Building – 841 East Second Avenue 

DURANGO, COLORADO 81301 
(970) 247-1302

M E M O R A N D U M 
March 29, 2021 

To:  Southwestern Board of Directors 

From:  Chris Treese, Beth Van Vurst  

RE:  DEMAND MANAGEMENT, Guiding Principles DRAFT 
 for Initial Consideration, Discussion and Direction 

Attached is a draft of guiding principles for SWCD consideration. The intent is to develop a set of 
directions for staff and consultants to use in on-going discussions and negotiations regarding the 
state’s current demand management feasibility analysis AND beyond. In fact, it is drafted to 
provide direction regarding potential demand management programs not limited to the currently 
referenced demand management opportunities in the Drought Contingency Plan.  

We anticipate these principles will be dynamic, requiring periodic review as additional time, 
program developments – if any, and hydrology dictate. 

We do not anticipate the Board will - or should – arrive at final agreement at this week’s board 
meetings. This is an important and controversial topic. Accordingly, board deliberation spanning 
at least two meetings is appropriate.  

These ‘guiding principles’ are in addition to the conditions and criteria outlined and advocated 
by the SWCD and the Colorado River District in their joint letter and appearance before the CWCB 
in 2018.  



 

DEMAND MANAGEMENT: Preliminary Guiding Principles 
DRAFT March 2021 

 
Purpose:  
This document outlines the principal goals and concerns of the Southwestern Water Conservation District 
(SWCD) regarding formation of a potential Demand Management (DM) program in Colorado. The 
principles outlined below are intended to guide the SWCD in its evaluation of and input to any DM 
program the state of Colorado may advance.  
 
DRAFT Guiding Principles: 
The foundational elements of any DM program must be voluntary, temporary, and compensated 
contributions of water that were beneficially used under existing rights and otherwise would have 
depleted Colorado River basin flows within the Upper Basin.  
 
Before deciding whether it would be feasible to adopt, yet alone implement, a DM program within 
Colorado, the state of Colorado must spend the time and resources necessary to develop the technical 
information necessary to demonstrate the program can be accomplished at the sufficient scale, without 
injury to other users within Colorado, and that any conserved water can ultimately be conveyed to Lake 
Powell. 

Any DM program must be implemented to avoid disproportionate impacts to any single basin, region, or 
sector of Colorado’s economy.  

Transmountain diverters of Colorado River water must participate in DM using water that was historically 
diverted under decreed transmountain water rights. Transmountain diverters must not be allowed to 
purchase or otherwise rely upon other intra-state Colorado River basin water supplies to accomplish their 
participation in DM.  

Exploration of DM must be just one part of a comprehensive, basin-wide Drought Contingency Plan 
addressing short- and long-term water supply and demand imbalance.  

DM is not a panacea. Additional options and alternatives (e.g., forest management, groundwater storage, 
out-of-basin imports, and others) should be fully explored as we work towards the goal of supply security 
and sustainability in the Colorado River basin. 

A successful DM program can help ensure the safety and economic health of all Coloradans. Accordingly, 
state funds for any DM program should be General Fund dollars, not charges to water right holders or any 
other specific group.  

Storage of DM “savings” should be in CRSPA Initial Units that are located as high in the system as 
practicable.  

Releases of DM water from storage should only be made for the purpose of helping the Upper 
Division States assure continued compliance with Article III of the Colorado River Compact. Such 
releases should be timed, to the extent practicable, to provide the greatest economic, 
environmental, and recreational benefits.  

 
Any DM program must recognize there will be impacts resulting from implementation of the program and 
that impacts, both positive and negative, will not be equally distributed. 



 

Any DM program must include adequate mitigation for those individuals, ditch companies and/or 
water projects, and communities disproportionally impacted by implementation of the program. 
DM mitigation should be designed to provide a net benefit to participating individuals, water 
systems, and their communities.  

 
SWCD recognizes that we may never have answers to all of the questions associated with DM. In order to 
‘test’ DM and to allow for incremental implementation and accrual of meaningful DM savings, SWCD 
recognizes that DM implementation may be required at some scale before satisfactory answers to all 
questions or concerns are in place.  

As it continues to evaluate the appropriateness of DM, SWCD will remain mindful of the severe 
consequences of failure to address the threat of Compact Administration, which could force dramatic, 
long-term, involuntary, and uncompensated water curtailments that will likely result in greater impacts 
to certain regions across the State.  

SWCD will collaborate closely with the Colorado River District in order to maintain, to the greatest extent 
possible, harmony on DM between the two districts.  

 



Southwest Water Conservation District Interview Themes 

Background 

Jacob Bornstein at Wellstone Collaborative Strategies interviewed board members, staff, 
consultants, and some key stakeholders using a needs-based interview protocol. These interviews 
are meant to inform the strategic planning work of the District and should not be taken to reflect 
consensus or strategic direction.  

In addition, there are still a few people whose schedules did not accommodate the timeframe and 
interviews with these individuals will be sought prior to the board’s first strategic planning session.  

Themes of Strategic Plan Expectations 

1. Unity: Agree on top priorities, values, and purpose of the SWWCD.  
2. Balance: Demonstrate that we are representative all water needs and users in the District and 

work though issues more cooperatively  
3. Leadership: Increase leadership presence  
4. Big River: ID role in big river negotiations and work  
5. Climate Change & Drought: Agree that we need to help water users be better prepared for 

climactic changes and drought.  

SWWCD Impact 

Each interview participant stated what they believed the District’s long-term impact should be on 
the region. The answers were unanimously inspiring. Below is an amalgamation of the responses:  

30 years from now, the SW has enough water for a larger population, a healthy agricultural system, 
and a robust and healthy environment. The District has helped the region adapt to and be resilient 
in the face of a dryer climate while maintaining the quality of life for current and future residents. 
To do this, the District needs to be the leading voice that reflects the values and diversity of SW 
Colorado. We must foster improved infrastructure, successful Colorado River negotiations, 
adequate stream flows, water efficiency, high water quality, and help overcome conflicts in water 
needs.  

Community Needs and Opportunities 

Interview themes on potential SWWCD values 
While values were not specifically discussed in the interview protocol, several values emerged as common 
themes.  

• Safeguard for all the waters of the SW 
• Balance the needs between all water users, including agricultural, municipal, 

environmental, and recreational interests 
• Meet the diverse needs across the District 
• Rely on science and recognize that our changing climate is reducing our available supplies 
• Bring diverse stakeholders together to find solutions to tough water problems 



• Operate with transparency  
• Be a source of knowledge and understanding 
• Efficient use of water 
• Uphold the beauty, culture, and livelihoods of the SW 

Themes of In-Basin Needs 

The SW region has a variety of needs expressed by interviewees. Below is a summary of the major 
themes that arose a minimum of three times. In general, there was significant agreement on the 
needs of the region.  

• Drought and Climate: The most frequent need discussed across interviews was the need to 
be adaptive and resilient in the face of a changing climate and drought. This has impacted 
agriculture and municipal water supplies as well as the environment. Reservoir storage 
carryover is all used up in some places. 

• Infrastructure and Storage: There is a lot of aging infrastructure in the District and it is 
important for agriculture, fish passage, sediment loads, and communities for this 
infrastructure to be restored and improved upon. Some of the reservoirs are also not in 
great shape.  

• Protecting Water for Future Use:  Several respondents indicated that there is a need to 
protect water for future generations to use as they see fit. Much water development in the 
southwest is relatively recent in Colorado’s history and there is concern that without water 
protection the ability for the region to grow and change over time would be foreclosed.   

• Tribes: The need was expressed to be in close partnership with both tribes, as they are key 
partners of the District.  

• Small communities: Some of the smaller communities were mentioned by several 
interviewees as not having great water rights or augmentation plans. In addition, several 
communities are growing and so are their water needs.  

• Agriculture: Agricultural water supplies have also dwindled in some basins due to drought. 
In addition, some irrigated lands have been divided up and the water rights are not being 
exercised as they were historically. Similarly, there is not as much farming and agricultural 
water use as there used to be due to generational shifts. Several respondents discussed the 
need to continue to improve agricultural water conservation through measures such as 
installation of center pivots as opposed to flood irrigation.  

• Environment: Nearly all interviewees stressed the importance of having a healthy 
environment and ensuring that fish species have sufficient clean water to survive. The 
endangered fish species recovery program was mentioned as needing to continue. One 
respondent mentioned that it is not only the nonconsumptive needs of the environment, but 
also the consumptive needs of cottonwoods and willows. There was concern expressed for 
the high level of water use by invasive tamarisk and Russian olive and the need to restore 
some riparian areas.  

• Recreation: Most interviewees mentioned the importance of the recreational economy in 
some communities. 

• Forest Health: Forest health is important for several reasons. The risk of fires, especially 
above reservoirs, were mentioned as large concern. In addition, healthy forests are likely to 
use less water, potentially allowing for more flexibility of water supplies. (Note: It is 
predicted that as the climate warms, trees and all plants will need more water to stay 
healthy.) 



• Water Quality: Was discussed by several participants as being important. Mine drainage, 
sediment, and temperature were all specifically mentioned as being areas of concern.  

Themes of Potential Roles of the District for Meeting In-Basin Needs  

While there appeared to be several common themes as they relate to values and the needs, there 
was greater diversity in how interview respondents thought the District could best meet the needs 
of the SW. In general, the ways in which the District could go about doing its work included 
expanding the grant and emergency program, focusing on policy and planning work, proactively 
working to solve problems through project or water rights development, and being a neutral 
convener of diverse interests to solve problems. Specifically, the following list includes those 
themes mentioned by at least three interview participants:  

• The District’s role is on a landscape level broad policy and planning. 
• Water Rights Management 

o Augmentation plans in water tight areas as a tool for climate and drought planning. 
The District could develop an umbrella augmentation plan and create subdistricts 
similar to the model used in the Rio Grande.  

o Acquiring more water rights. 
• Water Infrastructure:  

o Fix structures in the river, which helps with environment, fixing ag infrastructure, 
and sediment (water quality). 

o Improve water conveyance systems with old infrastructure. Need to pay attention to 
aging infrastructure and municipal water as well. 

o Municipal water needs where water rights aren’t great and growth is occurring.  
• Ag conservation:  

o Putting in a lot of sprinkler systems to conserves water. 
o Improve senior water rights with conservation and efficiency. 
o Consider supporting some agricultural producers to switch to crops that use less 

water and are more profitable.  
o Note: Agricultural conservation often improves the efficiency of agriculture and if 

the crop was not getting sufficient water through flood irrigation, efficiency 
measures can increase consumptive use while reducing total diversion amounts.  

• Support raw water quality 
• Support the Environment 

o Riparian restoration to replace tamarisk and Russian olive with cottonwoods and 
willows.  

o Environmental use is consumptive too, and that should be accounted for.  
o Appropriate storage rights and release for piscatorial purposes 
o Be involved from day 1 in Instream Flows. The Nature Conservancy, U.S. Forest 

Service, and other partners should come to SW first. 
o Big river issues – Concern that river health will be sacrificed in the face of climate 

change, worsening droughts, growing populations, etc. 
• Protecting entitlements and safeguarding water supplies.  



o Protect water rights in the face of ag producer lands being divided up and not 
everyone using their water rights 

o Protect the water that was within our District boundaries and to keep our water for 
use within our boundaries – not through the divide or across the state downhill.  

o Keep dry up from happening 
• Forest health. Resiliency in face of fire and forest management to prevent and potentially 

help water supplies.  
• Resiliency in the face of climate change.  
• Legislative monitoring and analysis. 
• Convener - setting up individual stream management plans or local groups, being 

independent and all driven by historical uses and water rights. neutral convener of diverse 
stakeholders and solutions oriented 

• Grant program to support emergency funding, infrastructure, and other priorities. 
• Knowledge and Understanding: The District should be a place of knowledge for the 

region.  
o Identify what the issues are. 
o Conduct studies about climate change, how to use and save water, irrigation 

efficiency.  
o Better outreach, support, and coordination with water districts. SWWCD should 

know every reservoir project and support those with small staff in meeting needs.  
o Monitoring - Water quality and supply monitoring 
o Understand all the issues by county across the SW and to have active 

communication with mix of county stakeholders, including county commission. 
o Develop a common understanding across the District of the importance of water to 

the region and the opportunities for multiple use of the resources 
o How both economies of ag and environment dependent on a healthy and sustainable 

water supply and quality. Agricultural and recreational economy. Our little rural 
economies are dependent on healthy watersheds. 

Other In-Basin Issues Mentioned 

• Drought and Colorado river issues are all based on climate change and we need to be able 
to talk about it. 

• District leadership is needed especially in small communities. The SW region needs clarity 
on the issues and the District needs to set the table and process with cooperative problem 
solving.  

• Tribes are constituents and deserve representation as one of our roles is to meet the needs 
of the tribes.  Need to develop a better and more in-depth relationships with the tribes and 
meet perhaps 2x per year based on their interest. The District and the tribes should work 
together to shape the destiny of the SW. This should be at every level: staff to staff, board to 
council, legal counsel to legal counsel. 

• River District partnership has been important and should be maintained. The board 
should consider re-establishing a joint board meeting annually. This should be a true 
partnership and in some areas the SW should lead.  



Statewide / Regional Needs and Opportunities 

Themes of Big River Related Needs 

Overall, there was broad agreement about the major needs associated with big river issues. Even 
demand management, where interviewees are split, were not split as it relates to the values of 
protecting water rights and agriculture.  

• Junior Position: The SW region is relatively junior, with fewer pre-compact rights than 
many basins. This puts the SW region’s water users at high risk under a strict curtailment 
regimen and, as one interviewee put it, “could be a disaster.”  

• Keeping the Nature of the SW: Interviewees are worried about exporting the beauty, 
culture, and livelihood of the SW for the benefit of downstream interests and also those 
interests of the Front Range and other more senior western slope basins. This is inclusive of 
farming due to buy and dry, the needs of communities, recreation, and the environment.  

• Protecting the Future: Foreclosing on the future of the SW and its residents was a major 
theme, leading to several interview participants sharing the need to keep water in Colorado. 

• Dryer Future: Many respondents were clear that there will be a dryer future with a 
decrease in supplies and an imbalance between supply and demand across the entire 
Colorado River Basin and in several places within the SW District.  

• Prepare for Tighter Management: Many areas within the District are also ill-prepared for 
tighter management. Many water users don’t have headgates that are lockable or have 
working measurement devices.  

• Demand Management: Interviewees were split on the issue of demand management. 
Those interviewees that are open to it, see it as a voluntary tool that can help add flexibility 
without economic impact. Those with deep concerns about demand management focused 
on two concepts. The first is that it will lead to broad scale permanent buy and dry. The 
second is that crops like alfalfa and hay cannot be easily recovered after they are dried up 
for a year or more. Others didn’t think demand management was viable not only from an 
agricultural perspective but also from a cost and logistics perspective. In addition, a few 
mentioned that management should be local in order to be more successful and build buy-in 
and trust.  

• Interim Guidelines: There was broadscale agreement that the interim guidelines could 
have a large impact on the SW region.  

• Litigious Environment: Whether demand management or curtailment, there is concern 
that we will enter a highly litigious period and will need to be prepared for that.  

• Instream Flows: Last among the themes was some concern about instream flows 
shepherding water downstream. As one respondent put it, “I don’t mind instream flows, but 
think we shouldn’t get carried away because we are sending water to another state.” 

Themes of Big River Roles for SWWCD 

As one interviewee put it, “The District has a unique and important role to play as one of three 
entities in state that has statutory charge to safeguard the waters of Colorado.” Some major themes 
emerged as to how the District could go about doing this work:  

• Leadership: The District has opportunities to be a leader in communicating the region’s 
concerns and thoughts on demand management and interim guidelines. To do so, it needs to 
continue being a voice at the state and federal levels in order to protect what we have. The 



District should re-engage in becoming the leader in communicating SW interests to state 
agencies. For instance, it should host Becky Mitchell and Kevin Rein to discuss interim 
guidelines and Colorado river issues. SW needs to be consistently present as a leader and 
collaborator in multiple Colorado River venues from the roundtable to the Colorado River 
Water Users Association (CRWUA). If demand management becomes a reality, the District 
might have the authority to manage the program in the region and it’s funds. The District 
should take an active role in the interim guidelines. 

• Southwest Consensus: The District could develop the SW consensus on Colorado River 
issues so that they can be a constructive player in state and interstate conversations. The 
SW should develop a vision and policy on Colorado river issues by bringing in different 
voices to figure out what the issues are. This would include hearing people’s concerns and 
ideas across the District about demand management. 

• Outreach to Constituents: The District should do a better job letting constituents, water 
managers, and the counties know what we are doing for them and how we are working on 
their behalf. 

• Water Management: May need to mirror what was done with sub districting and water 
management in the San Luis Valley. The District should play a pivotal role, but it will take a 
lot of time and could require additional staff if get into use rules.  

• Legislation and Policy: The District should continue to follow and analyze legislation.  
• Tribes: The District has a unique opportunity to develop better relationship with the tribes 

as it relates to the Colorado River. 
• Planning: The District needs to support the region in planning for a dryer future across the 

basin and in the SW. This includes planning for a decrease in supply and an imbalance 
between supply and demand. 

• Innovation: The District could help solve problems through innovation. For instance, one 
board member is working on idea where a water rights holder leases water in exchange for 
a sprinkler system. Whatever is saved goes to the reservoir. These and other concepts were 
mentioned as opportunities to help overcome conflict and help add flexibility in managing 
water supplies into the future.  

 

Program Opportunities 

What’s working well and what need improvement 

Respondents were asked which of the current programs are working well and which are not. In 
general, there was a feeling that a lot is working fairly well, but there is some areas of improvement 
for all programs.  
• Water supply augmentation through weather modification: Several interviewees 

believe that it is important to continue supporting weather modification, while an equal 
number are not sure if it’s effective or that the District should be spending so much a year 
on it. If it is effective, one board member mentioned the need to upgrade systems.   

• Endangered fish species recovery efforts in the San Juan Basin: Many interviewees 
discussed this as one of the most successful programs. That said, most water users don’t 
know how important it is and outreach is needed. Given its broad importance, one board 
member indicated they were not sure why we aren’t bringing more funding partners 
together. One board member warned that the program and federal funding expire in 2023 



and we need to be prepared for how we are going to handle that. Fish ladders and other 
infrastructure will have to be maintained in perpetuity.  

• SWCD’s grant program: The grant program had the largest diversity of opinion.  
o Benefits: The majority of respondents indicated that grant program is good and 

that people rely on it. The District has become a go to for amalgamating funding 
for larger projects by providing match. Money for emergency repairs is vital. 
Some respondents indicated that more money should be put into the grant 
program because of so much aging infrastructure and the need to maintain these 
water rights. In addition to providing grants, the program has other benefits. It 
is a tool of communication and partnership in knowing who’s doing what on the 
ground. 

o Outreach: Could do more outreach, as a lot of people don’t know about it.  
o Competing Priorities: Others expressed an interest in only supporting the 

emergency funds, given other priorities.  
o Level of Need: Concern was expressed regarding the extent to which funding is 

needs based and if water users could pay for some of the repairs themselves.  
o Progress: There was some acknowledgement that the grant program has 

improved and is funding a more diverse set of projects across the region, but 
more work in that direction could be beneficial.  

o Operational Improvements: It was mentioned that the grant program does not 
require contracts and that the guidelines aren’t clear. It was suggested that it 
could be operationally improved without making it too bureaucratic.  

o Environmental Projects: While the grant program has funded important 
environmental projects, it was noted that the percentage in the funding is small 
and that sometimes these projects are disqualified for small technicalities 
compared to other projects.  

• Regional water education (Annual Children’s Water Festival, Water Information 
Program, Annual Water Seminar): Nearly all respondents consider the Children’s 
Water Festival and WIP program to be successful. There is concern that we live in such a 
polarized country and education can help be a bridge. As for the Annual Water Seminar, 
it was noted that this has improved over time and is beginning to address the topics of 
interest to those in the region and have more of a two-way conversation.  

• Federal and state legislative and Policy monitoring, communications, and analysis: 
Need to be more representative for when we choose to support or not support legislation.  

• Colorado River negotiations: See above comments for big river negotiations.  
• Water Rights management: District has a small portfolio. Some believe that the District 

should get more involved in acquiring water rights, but others mention this is expensive 
and the District should be focused on partnering with other water rights holders to help 
them maintain their rights, absolute and conditional.  

• Data collection: Supporting gaging stations and water quality monitoring is very 
important. If we don’t know how much water we have, it is hard to manage. USGS is 
struggling to maintain some of these stations on their own.  

Strategic Opportunities for Growth 

• Climate Change: We are ground zero when it comes to climate change and this should be a 
critical priority 



• Planning: We should have a comprehensive look at what should be accomplished related to 
watershed health, water quality, or quantity needs 

• Driving Force: Should be a convener rather than commenter. For instance, should be fostering 
steam management plan 

• Get more people involved: Need to do a  better job getting more people involved, including 
younger people such as at Fort Lewis College.  

• Partnerships: Improving partnerships was a general theme. This includes with the Tribes as 
mentioned above, and also with the River District, CWCB, and DWR. Additional emphasis was 
on partners within the basin to help solve problems and fund priorities. One interviewee 
mentioned that we should be offering more services to water users, such as engineering 
support when they have a need.  

• Public Affairs / Engagement: A common theme is that the District could do a better job at 
engaging its constituents around a variety of issues.  

 

Internal Operational Needs and Opportunities 

Strong need was expressed for a General Manager. There was also support from many interviewees 
for hiring additional staff. This could include bringing key roles, such as the leading engineer and 
attorney, in-house to be more cost effective. In addition, there was an interest in increasing public 
affairs and outreach, hiring an assistant manager, and perhaps adding additional administrative 
support to allow current staff to fill some of those roles. One interviewee mentioned the need for a 
board investment policy.  

Of the eight board members interviewed, four indicated that the annual revenues were adequate to 
meet the District’s goals and priorities and four indicated that more revenues were likely needed. 
The split was not along traditional political lines. In general, staff and consultants also felt like the 
District could use more funds. Within those that believe there are sufficient funds, there was an 
interest in looking at the budget and making sure that all funds are being spent wisely. Some in this 
group do not believe people should be taxed more unless there is a specific and large purpose. Of 
those who indicated that more funds are needed, some suggested innovative means of generating 
income outside of increasing the mill levy. Ideas included bonds, loans, and finding opportunities 
that could earn a “profit” such as adding hydroelectric power generation to water projects.  

Potential Next Steps 

There are a few potential steps that could be taken to further reach consensus and prioritize the 
path forward. Options include:  

1. Either the full board or a subset of the board could further develop the plan during a series 
of three meetings as previously scoped and move forward for board approval.  

2. The District could take this information and provide it to the next General Manager to lead a 
process of finalization.  

3. Wellstone Collaborative Strategies, perhaps in partnership with key staff and consultants, 
could present a draft plan after board guidance for the board to react to and finalize during 
one strategy session.  
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M E M O R A N D U M 
March 29, 2021 

   
To:  Southwestern Board of Directors 
 
From:  Chris Treese  
 
RE: Colorado legislative report 
 
With only a week since our last meeting, I have just one new bill on which I’m requesting Board 
action.  
 
Requested Action:  
 
HB21-1226     Aquatic Nuisance Species Control 
Esgar and Will 
Coram and Donovan 
SUMMARY: HB 1226 adds authorities and requirements to Colorado’s current aquatic nuisance 
species (ANS) control program. Specifically, it makes it illegal for anyone to fail to stop at an 
ANS inspection station. It also directs CPW to investigate and report to the General Assembly 
what other states are doing to control or prevent ANS spread or infections.   
ANALYSIS: Colorado is one of less than a handful of states that continues to be mussel-free. This 
bill simply provides some additional teeth and direction to Colorado’s current ANS, primarily 
quagga and zebra mussel, inspection and control program. Colorado’s first highway inspection 
station is expected to be along US Highway 160 near the Four Corners, targeting trailers from 
Lake Powell and protecting McPhee and other SW reservoirs. This bill is calendared for first 
hearing on Thursday (4/1 – no foolin’). 
RECOMMENDED POSITION: Support 
 
Legislative Commentary & Updates:  
Navigable Waters - Clean Water Act 
As we’ve discussed, the “Trump rule” on Waters of the US (WOTUS) is now in effect in 
Colorado. The new rule decreases the jurisdictional scope of streams and rivers considered to 

https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2021A/bills/2021a_1226_01.pdf
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be waters of the United States and therefore subject to federal permits for the discharge of 
dredge or fill material (§404). The new administration is expected to move quickly to revise the 
“Trump rule.” However, this will require at least three years, as both the Obama and Trump 
revised rules did.  
 
The state, through its Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE), is drafting a bill 
directing the Water Quality Control Commission (WQCC) to promulgate rules to protect state 
waters that are no longer covered by the new federal rule. Legislation is also required to fund 
this new program area within the WQCD. As currently proposed by the state, the program will 
be entirely cash (fee) funded from permit applications.  
 
The Colorado Rock Products Association has proposed an alternative that would not require 
legislation – in their version. They propose that Colorado rely on the state’s existing, broader 
definition of “waters of the state” (versus the ever-changing federal definition of “waters of the 
U.S.”). With the state’s definition covering essentially all streams and rivers, including the so-
called “gap waters,” Rock Products contends there is no need for new rules or legislation, just 
additional state enforcement. Unresolved in their alternative is how the WQCD would fund its 
new enforcement program and whether or not the state would have adequate notice of 
potentially polluting activities to effectively enforce.  
 
I am attending weekly stakeholder meetings led by the state with another meeting this 
afternoon. Beth and I continue working closely with the many parties at interest to ensure a 
timely, reasonably financed, and balanced state dredge and fill program, or an alternative, is 
put into place.  
 
Mutual Ditch, Water Shares bill 
HB 21-1046, the Mutual Ditch Corp bill, that was completely re-written in first committee 
passed the full House last week on a 62-0 vote. I expect smooth sailing for the bill in the Senate. 
The SWCD board’s position is monitor.  
 
Leadership changes 
This past weekend, the Colorado Republican Party voted current vice chair Kristi Burton Brown to 
the party’s top spot. After nearly nine hours and three rounds of voting, Burton Brown nudged 
out former secretary of state Scott Gessler for the chairman’s position. Party members also 
elected unsuccessful University of Colorado regent candidate Priscilla Rahn to the vice chair 
position and unsuccessful state House candidate Marilyn Harris as secretary, creating the state 
party’s first all-female officer group. 
 
Good Friday holiday 
Colorado General Assembly is planning on taking this Friday off in observance of Good Friday. 
 
There are only rumors at this time regarding a possible final adjourning of the 2021 legislature. 
The 120-day constitutional limit sets a maximum deadline of June 12 (Saturday), 2021.  
 

https://www.denverpost.com/tag/scott-gessler/
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SOUTHWESTERN WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 
2021 State Legislative Update: March 29, 2021 
 

Below is a summary of 2021 water-related legislation under consideration by the Colorado General Assembly. These 
summaries generally apply to the bills as introduced. 
 
Click on the bill number to view the most recent bill language and other information. 
 
The Colorado Water Congress (CWC) State Affairs Committee met on March 29th. Positions taken on bills are in red 
text for CWC and green text for SWCD. 
 

THE FOLLOWING BILLS HAVE NOT YET BEEN CONSIDERED BY SWCD. 
 

HB21-1226 More Robust Check Station Aquatic Nuisance Species 
SWCD Position: Discussion 
CWC Position: Discussion  
Sponsors: House (Esgar, Will), Senate (Coram, Donovan) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

House Agriculture, Livestock & Water 
 

Bill Status: Introduced on March 18th and assigned to House Agriculture, Livestock, and Water Committee. 
 

Title: Concerning additional measures to control aquatic nuisance species, and, in connection 
therewith, prohibiting a person from refusing to stop at a check station and directing the 
division of parks and wildlife to report to the general assembly regarding implementation of 
the act. 
 

Summary: 
 

Current law allows qualified peace officers to stop a conveyance, including a boat trailer and a 
boat, and inspect the conveyance for the presence of aquatic nuisance species before the boat is 
launched onto waters of the state and before departing from the waters of the state or a vessel 
staging area, and to impound and quarantine a conveyance that is contaminated until it is 
decontaminated. Authorized agents can detain and inspect conveyances but cannot impound or 
quarantine conveyances. Section 1 of the bill directs the division of parks and wildlife in the 
department of natural resources to investigate the methods that other states are using with 
respect to the location and operation of check stations and report regarding its investigation 
and the operation of check stations pursuant to the bill to the general assembly's committees 
with jurisdiction over wildlife. Section 2 authorizes a qualified peace officer to stop and inspect 
for the presence of aquatic nuisance species a conveyance that has encountered an aquatic 
nuisance species check station. Section 3 prohibits a person who encounters a check station 
from failing or refusing to stop at the check station while transporting a conveyance during the 
check station's hours of operation without presenting the conveyance for inspection. 
 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced.) 

Comments:  
 

 
 
 
 

https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hb21-1226
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THE FOLLOWING BILLS HAVE ALREADY BEEN CONSIDERED BY SWCD. 
 

SB21-034 Water Resources Financing Enterprise (POSTPONED INDEFINITELY) 
SWCD Position: Monitor  
CWC Position: No Position 
Sponsors: Senate (Coram) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

Senate Agriculture & Natural Resources  

Bill Status: Postponed indefinitely by the Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee. 
 

Title: Concerning the creation of an enterprise that is exempt from the requirements of section 20 of 
article X of the state constitution to administer a fee-based water resources financing program. 
 

Summary: 
 

This bill creates the water resources financing enterprise. The board of the enterprise would 
consist of the combined boards of the Colorado Water Resources and Power Development 
Authority and the Colorado Water Conservation Board. The enterprise will provide financing 
(including grants and low interest loans) to drinking water suppliers, wastewater treaters, and 
raw water suppliers. “Raw water suppliers” are limited to those providing raw water for 
treatment and use as drinking water. 
 
The enterprise would be funded with a $0.25/1000 gal. fee above 4,000 gal./mo. minimum on 
drinking water bills. The fee would be collected by drinking water utilities and remitted to the 
state. As a fee-based enterprise, new revenues collected would not be included in any TABOR 
calculations for state budget caps. Fees may be adjusted annually for inflation and to address 
“certain equity concerns.” 
 
Although clearly established as an enterprise fund, voters will be asked in November 2022 to 
authorize the creation of the enterprise.  

Comments:  
 

SB21-054 Transfers for Wildfire Mitigation and Response (PASSED & SIGNED BY GOVERNOR) 
SWCD Position: Support  
CWC Position: Support  
Sponsors: Senate (Hansen/Rankin) House (McCluskie) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

Senate Appropriations 
 
 

Bill Status: Passed and signed by the governor. 
 

Title: Concerning transfers from the general fund to cash funds to be used to address wildland fires, 
and, in connection therewith, making an appropriation. 
 

Summary: 
 

SB 54 transfers from the General Fund $13 million to three cash funds for wildfire 
preparedness and post-fire mitigation.  

• Section 1 transfers $6 million to the forest restoration and wildfire risk mitigation 
grant program cash fund.  

• Section 2 transfers $3 million from the general fund to the wildfire preparedness fund. 
The division of homeland security and emergency management will use these funds as 

o State match for federal hazard mitigation assistance grants to local 
governments that are used to mitigate wildland fire hazards; and 

https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/sb21-034
https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/sb21-054
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o To provide local governments that are eligible to receive the federal grants 
with strategic planning assistance for wildland fire hazard mitigation.  

• Section 3 transfers $4 million to CWCB construction for the watershed restoration 
program. 

Comments:  
 

SB21-087 Agricultural Workers' Rights 
SWCD Position: Oppose 
CWC Position: Discussion 
Sponsors: Senate (Danielson), House (McCormick, Caraveo) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

Senate Business, Labor & Technology; Senate Appropriations 
 

Bill Status: Passed out of Senate Business, Labor & Technology as amended on March 17th and referred to 
Senate Appropriations.  
 

Title: Concerning agricultural workers' rights. 
 

Summary: 
 

This lengthy and detailed bill removes the historical exemption of agricultural labor from state 
and local labor and minimum wage laws. It also provides detailed directions and limitations on 
farm-labor operations including, among others: 

• Specifies meal breaks and rest periods,  
• Even specifically prohibits use of the short-handled or long-handled hoes, 
• Creates an agricultural work advisory committee to study and analyze agricultural 

wages and working conditions and  
• Creates an appeal process and enforcement actions, including minimum penalties, for 

aggrieved agricultural employees, whistleblowers, and key service providers. 
Comments:  

 
SB21-164 Uniform Easement Relocation Act (POSTPONED INDEFINITELY) 
SWCD Position: Oppose 
CWC Position: Oppose 
Sponsors: Senate (Gardner)  
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

Senate Agriculture & Natural Resources 
 
 

Bill Status: Postponed indefinitely by Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources.  
 

Title: Concerning the "Uniform Easement Relocation Act". 
 

Summary: 
 

The bill would enact the "Uniform Easement Relocation Act,” drafted by the Uniform Law 
Commission. The bill sets procedures to relocate most easements. Nearly half of this lengthy 
bill outlines what must not be done in order to relocate an easement. 

Comments:  
 

SB21-189 Colorado Water Conservation Board Construction Fund Project 
SWCD Position: Support 
CWC Position: Discussion 
Sponsors: Senate (Donovan), House (Arndt) 
Committee of 
Reference: 

Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources 
 

https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/sb21-087
https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/sb21-164
https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/sb21-189
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Bill Status: Introduced on March 19th and scheduled for consideration by Senate Agriculture and Natural 

Resources Committee on April 1st. 
 

Title: Concerning the funding of Colorado Water Conservation Board projects, and, in connection 
therewith, making an appropriation. 
 

Summary: 
 

SB 189 is the annual construction fund bill for CWCB projects’ authorizations. In addition to a 
pared-down list of authorized operations expenditures (e.g., weather modification, flood plain 
mapping), this year’s bill allows a transfer of up to $2,000,000 to the interstate litigation fund. 
It also authorizes the CWCB to make a loan up to $3,000,000 to assist the confined aquifer 
recovery project in the San Luis Valley. Finally, in a much shorter than normal projects’ bill, 
Section 7 conditionally reinstates funding for the water efficiency grant program with 
$550,000 annually if the general assembly chooses not to spend 100% of the money in the 
operational fund on core departmental programs. 

Comments:  
 
 

HJR21-1002 Water Projects Eligibility Lists (PASSED & SIGNED BY THE GOVERNOR) 
SWCD Position: Support 
CWC Position: Support 
Sponsors: House (Arndt), Senate (Donovan) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

House Agriculture, Livestock & Water 
 

Bill Status: Passed and signed by the governor.  
 

Title: Concerning approval of water project revolving fund eligibility lists administered by the 
Colorado water resources and power development authority. 
 

Summary: See bill text for full fund eligibility lists.  

Comments:  
 

HB21-1008 Forest Health Project Financing 
SWCD Position: Support as amended 
CWC Position: Support 
Sponsors: House (Arndt/Catlin), Senate (Cooke/Hansen) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

House Agriculture, Livestock & Water, House Finance 
 

Bill Status: Passed out of the House as amended and assigned to Senate Agriculture and Natural 
Resources Committee. 
 

Title: Concerning increased options for financing forest health projects, and, in connection 
therewith, financing wildfire mitigation treatments. 
 

https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hjr21-1002
https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hb21-1008
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Summary: 
 

HB 1008 provides additional options for financing forest health projects by authorizing: 
• Creation of special improvement districts by a combination of local governments,  
• Special assessments on property specially benefited by the improvement district, 

including forest health projects, 
• Specifically authorizing counties, municipalities, special districts, water conservancy 

districts, the Colorado River District, and the Southwestern Water Conservation 
District to participate in and finance forest health projects; and  

• A forest improvement district to use sales tax revenue for forest health projects.  
 
The bill also extends the statutory sunset of the Colorado Water Resources Power and 
Development Authority to issue bonds to fund watershed protection and forest health projects 
from July 1, 2023, to July 1, 2033. 

Comments:  
 

HB21-1043 Study Underground Water Storage Maximum Beneficial Use 
SWCD Position: Monitor 
CWC Position: Support 
Sponsors: House (Holtorf), Senate (Sonnenberg) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

House Agriculture, Livestock & Water 

Bill Status: Passed as amended out of House Agriculture, Livestock and Water Committee and referred 
to House Finance Committee. 
 

Title: Concerning a study of underground water storage to maximize the beneficial use of water 
within Colorado. 
 

Summary: 
 

This bill directs the CWCB, in consultation with the state engineer, to sponsor a study of 
underground water storage for later recovery. The study must identify:  
 

• Specific aquifers that are hydrologically and legally available to be used for 
underground storage and subsequent beneficial use;  

• Sources of revenue that could be used to pay for underground storage projects;  
• Planned, potential or existing underground storage projects that meet the objectives 

identified in the study; and 
• Recommend legislative changes needed to implement underground storage projects. 

 
The bill directs the study be submitted to the Water Resources Review Committee by August 
1, 2022, including recommended legislation to implement the study's recommendations 

Comments:  
 

HB21-1046 Water Share Right Mutual Ditch Corporation 
SWCD Position: Monitor 
CWC Position: Support  
Sponsors: House (Arndt/Catlin), Senate (Fields/Sonnenberg) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

House Agriculture, Livestock & Water 
 

Bill Status: Passed out of the House as amended and assigned to the Senate Agriculture and Natural 
Resources Committee. 
 

https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hb21-1043
https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hb21-1046
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Title: Concerning the use of a water right obtained through a mutual ditch corporation. 
 

Summary: 
 

The House Ag. Committee unanimously voted to adopt the sponsors’ amendment rewriting the 
entirety of HB21-1046. The strike below (SBEC) amendment resulted from extensive 
stakeholder outreach and collaboration at the State Affairs Committee of CWC.  The resulting 
SBEC amendment reflects a consensus compromise for a workable bill addressing the most 
troubling elements of recent water court rulings. The amended bill clarifies that, subject to the 
Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of the corporation: 
 

• When stockholder demand exceeds supply, mutual ditch 
corporations may limit or otherwise rotate delivery of water 
ratably among the stockholders; 

• When a stockholder is not using some of or all of the available 
water under the stockholder’s shares, the remaining stockholders 
taking delivery of water through the ditch may use any unused 
portion of the water that would otherwise have been available to 
that stockholder’s shares, absent certain exceptions; and 

• The provision is not intended to prevent a stockholder from 
changing the use of the water rights represented by the 
stockholder's shares, create any impediments to changes in use, 
affect storage water rights, or change the standards for water court 
approval to change a water right. 

Comments:  
 

HB21-1105 Low-Income Utility Payment Assistance Contributions 
SWCD Position: Support 
CWC Position: No action 
Sponsors: House (Kennedy), Senate (Hansen) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

House Finance 
 

Bill Status: Introduced on February 16th and scheduled for House Finance Committee on March 29th. 
 

Title: Concerning utility customers' financial contributions for low-income utility assistance. 
 

Summary: 
 

This 17-section bill has several water-related elements. Section 1 removes the low-income 
energy assistance program (LEAP) from the “tier 2” severance tax operational fund money, 
something the water community has advocated for years. Later sections provide for voluntary, 
opt-in charges that a water utility may offer its customers to help finance a water utility bill 
payment assistance program. Alternatively, HB 1105 allows a water utility to implement its 
own water utility bill payment assistance program. 

Comments:  
 

HB21-1233 Conservation Easement Tax Credit Modifications 
SWCD Position: Monitor 
CWC Position: Discussion  
Sponsors: House (Roberts, Will), Senate (Donovan, Winter) 
Committee of 
Reference: 
 

House Agriculture, Livestock & Water 
 

https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hb21-1105
https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hb21-1233
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Bill Status: Introduced on March 19th and assigned to the House Agriculture, Livestock, and Water 
Committee. 
 

Title: Concerning modifications to the requirements for claiming an income tax credit for the 
donation of a perpetual conservation easement. 
 

Summary: 
 

HB 1233 makes numerous changes affecting claims for an income tax credit for the donation of 
a perpetual conservation easement. The proposed changes are generally favorable and 
clarifying for potential easement donors. 

Comments:  
 

Monitoring legislation is integral to keeping a finger on the pulse of dynamic water policy in the state. On behalf of 
its diverse constituents in southwestern Colorado, the Southwestern Water Conservation District (SWCD) tracks 
state water legislation closely. Beth Van Vurst, SWCD General Counsel, and Chris Treese, lobbyist, ensure the views 
and priorities of southwestern Colorado are considered as the State legislature enacts new laws affecting water 
resources. 

SWCD staff provides this written summary of water-related legislation, updated throughout the session via email to 
interested stakeholders and public. To be added to the list, please contact lauras@swwcd.org. We hope that you find 
the updates beneficial and informative. 
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HB21-1226
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and Climate Resilience Offce
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Wildland Fire Mitigation 

Cooperative Electric 
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BILL STATUS

Bill scheduled for action at next SA 
meeting (yellow)

Bill not calendared (no fill)

Bill Passed, date of action (green)

Bill no longer active (gray)
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committee or no action required 

(black)

ABBREVIATIONS

F = Finance Committee
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Livestock & Water

Ap = Appropriations 
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Economic and Workforce 
Development Committee

CC = Conference 
Committee
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SVMA = State, Veterans, 
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First Regular Session
Seventy-third General Assembly

STATE OF COLORADO
INTRODUCED

 
 

LLS NO. 21-0816.01 Thomas Morris x4218 HOUSE BILL 21-1226

House Committees Senate Committees
Agriculture, Livestock, & Water

A BILL FOR AN ACT
CONCERNING ADDITIONAL MEASURES TO CONTROL AQUATIC NUISANCE101

SPECIES, AND, IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, PROHIBITING A102
PERSON FROM REFUSING TO STOP AT A CHECK STATION AND103
DIRECTING THE DIVISION OF PARKS AND WILDLIFE TO REPORT104
TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION OF105
THE ACT.106

Bill Summary

(Note:  This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does
not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill
passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that
applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at
http://leg.colorado.gov.)

Current law allows qualified peace officers to stop a conveyance,

HOUSE SPONSORSHIP
Esgar and Will, 

SENATE SPONSORSHIP
Coram and Donovan, 

Shading denotes HOUSE amendment.  Double underlining denotes SENATE amendment.
Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material to be added to existing statute.

Dashes through the words indicate deletions from existing statute.



including a boat trailer and a boat, and inspect the conveyance for the
presence of aquatic nuisance species before the boat is launched onto
waters of the state and before departing from the waters of the state or a
vessel staging area, and to impound and quarantine a conveyance that is
contaminated until it is decontaminated. Authorized agents can detain and
inspect conveyances but cannot impound or quarantine conveyances.

Section 1 of the bill directs the division of parks and wildlife in the
department of natural resources to investigate the methods that other
states are using with respect to the location and operation of check
stations and report regarding its investigation and the operation of check
stations pursuant to the bill to the general assembly's committees with
jurisdiction over wildlife.

Section 2 authorizes a qualified peace officer to stop and inspect
for the presence of aquatic nuisance species a conveyance that has
encountered an aquatic nuisance species check station.

Section 3 prohibits a person who encounters a check station from
failing or refusing to stop at the check station while transporting a
conveyance during the check station's hours of operation without
presenting the conveyance for inspection.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:1

SECTION 1.  In Colorado Revised Statutes, 33-10.5-103, amend2

(1) as follows:3

33-10.5-103.  Powers and duties of the division - annual report4

- repeal. (1) (a)  In order to prevent, control, contain, monitor, and,5

whenever possible, eradicate aquatic nuisance species from the waters of6

the state, the division is authorized to establish, operate, and maintain7

aquatic nuisance species check stations in order to inspect conveyances8

pursuant to section 33-10.5-104.9

(b) (I)  THE DIVISION SHALL INVESTIGATE THE METHODS THAT10

OTHER STATES ARE USING WITH RESPECT TO THE LOCATION AND11

OPERATION OF CHECK STATIONS AND REPORT PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION12

(5) OF THIS SECTION ON ITS INVESTIGATION AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF13

SECTIONS 33-10.5-104 (1)(b)(II) AND 33-10.5-105 (1)(e).14

HB21-1226-2-



(II)  THIS SUBSECTION (1)(b) IS REPEALED, EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER1

1, 2025.2

SECTION 2.  In Colorado Revised Statutes, 33-10.5-104, amend3

(1)(b) as follows:4

33-10.5-104.  Inspection of conveyances - impoundment and5

quarantine - reimbursement - rules. (1) (b)  Every qualified peace6

officer is authorized to stop and inspect for the presence of aquatic7

nuisance species a conveyance:8

(I) (A)  Prior to a vessel being launched onto waters of the state;9

(II) (B)  Prior to departing from the waters of the state or a vessel10

staging area;11

(III) (C)  That is visibly transporting any aquatic plant material;12

and13

(IV) (D)  Upon a reasonable belief that an aquatic nuisance species14

may be present; OR15

(II)  THAT HAS ENCOUNTERED AN AQUATIC NUISANCE SPECIES16

CHECK STATION.17

SECTION 3.  In Colorado Revised Statutes, 33-10.5-105, amend18

(1)(c) and (1)(d); and add (1)(e) as follows:19

33-10.5-105.  Prohibition of aquatic nuisance species - rules -20

penalties. (1)  A person shall not:21

(c)  Refuse to comply with a proper order issued under this article22

10.5; or23

(d)  Fail or refuse to reimburse the division in accordance with24

section 33-10.5-104 (6)(a); OR25

(e)  IF THE PERSON ENCOUNTERS AN AQUATIC NUISANCE SPECIES26

CHECK STATION, FAIL OR REFUSE TO STOP AT THE AQUATIC NUISANCE27

HB21-1226-3-



SPECIES CHECK STATION WHILE TRANSPORTING A CONVEYANCE DURING1

THE CHECK STATION'S HOURS OF OPERATION WITHOUT PRESENTING THE2

CONVEYANCE FOR INSPECTION.3

SECTION 4.  Act subject to petition - effective date -4

applicability. (1)  This act takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following5

the expiration of the ninety-day period after final adjournment of the6

general assembly; except that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant7

to section 1 (3) of article V of the state constitution against this act or an8

item, section, or part of this act within such period, then the act, item,9

section, or part will not take effect unless approved by the people at the10

general election to be held in November 2022 and, in such case, will take11

effect on the date of the official declaration of the vote thereon by the12

governor.13

(2)  This act applies to conduct occurring on or after the applicable14

effective date of this act.15

HB21-1226-4-
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& ASSOCIATES, INC. 
 

M E M O R A N D U M 

 

TO:                              Southwestern Water Conservation District Board 

FROM:                        Christine Arbogast 

DATE:                         March 22, 2021 

RE:            Board report 

I hope this finds you all doing well. 

The new Administration and Congress are off to an unusual and slower start than is typical, but 
with the COVID package now passed, activity is beginning to pick up. 

Cabinet Secretaries Vilsack (USDA); Regan (EPA) and Haaland (Interior) are all now in place, and 
in the meantime, the Administration has placed many people in subcabinet positions and in 
“acting” positions in order to stand up the agencies under the new leadership.   I expect that the 
official subcabinet nominations will begin to be made at Interior.  It is unclear until announced 
whether the “acting” Commissioner of Reclamation Camille Touton and Assistant Secretary for 
Water and Science Tanya Trujillo will be the nominees for those positions, but we should learn 
before Memorial Day. 

In Congress, Senator John Hickenlooper was appointed to the Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee, which has primary jurisdiction over Western water issues.  Senator Michael Bennet 
is now the chair of two important subcommittees:  Senate Agriculture Committee Subcommittee 
on Forests and Conservation, and Senate Finance Committee Subcommittee on Energy, Natural 
Resources and Infrastructure.   And freshman Congresswoman Lauren Boebert was appointed to 
the House Natural Resources Committee and its subcommittee on Water, Oceans and Wildlife. 

Outside of the ongoing Senate confirmation process for administration officials, dozens of 
hearings are being held on the next primary topic:  an infrastructure package.  There are multiple 
committees which have jurisdiction over transportation, water and broadband infrastructure.  
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The one thing certain is the focus on a possible package; what is uncertain is how it will take 
shape.   There remain significant questions including the scope, how to pay for it, and when it will 
happen.    

There is a strong coalition of Western interests which has a well-developed strategy for shining 
light on Western water infrastructure, beyond the nationwide impact of improving drinking 
water and wastewater systems with a massive investment of federal dollars.   The coalition 
includes the National Water Resources Association, the Family Farm Alliance, Western Growers 
Association, Farm Bureau and others.   

The concern is that the unique aspects of Western water, largely built upon Bureau of 
Reclamation projects, will be overshadowed by efforts to shore up the Safe Drinking Water Act 
and Clean Water Act revolving funds, and a push for massive investment in the U.S Army Corps 
of Engineers backlog.  Wedging Reclamation into those broader discussions will take a concerted 
effort, because outside of the West, BoR is a rather obscure agency.   

Strategies include a specific title for Western water emerging from the House and Senate 
resources committees, or a strong push for larger “plus ups” or additions to funding in the annual 
appropriations process. 

I am attaching a letter recently sent to the Administration by our Colorado Senators and Oregon’s 
Senators in support of Western water infrastructure.   Thanks goes out to Senator Bennet for 
leading this effort. 

Additionally, the infrastructure conversation includes ongoing discussion about investment in 
forest health and wildfire mitigation. 

On a more “local” note, the House recently passed H.R. 803, which is combination of multiple 
western public lands bills.  The “lead” bill is Congresswoman Diana DeGette’s Colorado 
wilderness bill, which has been introduced many times in the last 20 years.  It also includes the 
CORE Act, a bill led by Senator Bennet and Congressman Joe Neguse, which has been carefully 
crafted and included significant state and local input and consultation.   

Thank you for your letter to the two Senators regarding the Senate’s consideration of the House-
passed bill.  It requests discussion with stakeholders, including the water community, before 
moving forward with the bill in the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committees. 
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I am monitoring introduction of bills related to Western water resource development, 
management and conservation and will bring to your attention any which might be impactful to 
the District.  This includes initiatives on forest health.  One bill of note is a revised Water Rights 
Protection Act by Congresswoman Boebert (commonly referred to as the ski area bill regarding 
permitting and water rights).  The bill has been introduced but no action has been scheduled in 
the House Natural Resources Committee. 

I plan to participate in your upcoming meeting and to update any information in this report, and 
to answer any questions you might have. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

March 19, 2021 

 

Susan Rice             Brian Deese  

Director                            Director 

U.S. Domestic Policy Council            U.S. National Economic Council 

1650 Pennsylvania Ave. NW                  1650 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 

Washington, D.C. 20502      Washington, D.C. 20502 

  

Dear Director Rice and Director Deese:  

 

As the Biden Administration looks to support the country’s economy and job creation through 

infrastructure investment, we ask that you include water resource and delivery systems in these 

considerations.  

 

In the West, water is a precious resource that our states, communities, small businesses, and 

agriculture need to survive. Unlike other parts of the country, the West relies on a complex 

system of water storage, pipes, dams, reservoirs, and other projects. As climate change fuels 

more severe droughts and greater uncertainty, meaningful investment in western water 

infrastructure, including natural infrastructure, is increasingly important. There is broad 

bipartisan support in the West for climate resilient infrastructure that can simultaneously provide 

water for our communities and agriculture, protect and enhance rivers and habitat, and bolster the 

vibrant outdoor economy.  

 

The Biden Administration has a powerful opportunity to invest in western water infrastructure. 

Similar to other infrastructure efforts, these investments can stimulate local economies and 

provide jobs. Both are critical as the nation recovers from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Accordingly, we have included five initial recommendations for western water as the Biden 

Administration puts together a broad infrastructure proposal.  

 

 Fully Fund Aging Water Delivery and Storage Systems: The Bureau of Reclamation 

(BOR) estimates they will need $3.8 billion over the next five years to address 

immediate, short-term needs,1 and many BOR projects already authorized or under 

construction often don’t receive adequate funding.2 Insufficient and inconsistent funding 

increases cost and forces communities to wait even longer for safe and reliable drinking 

water. Acting and investing now will prevent more costly repairs in the future.   

 

 Increase Storage Capacity in Existing Facilities: Water storage is an important tool to 

help western communities plan and prepare for drought and climate change’s effects. We 

suggest an effort to increase water storage capacity at existing facilities to improve 

drought resilience. 

 

                                                 
1 https://www.usbr.gov/infrastructure/docs/Reclamation_Strategic_Asset_Management_Plan.pdf 
2 https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46303 



 Repair Dams: The Association of State Dam Safety Officials estimates that rehabilitating 

federal and nonfederal dams would cost more than $70 billion.3 State regulators have 

deemed certain dams unsafe, a designation that limits a reservoir’s storage capacity and 

poses a safety risk to the nearby communities. Support for states as they bring dams up to 

standard would create jobs and improve public safety. 

 

 Invest in USDA Conservation Programs: The 2018 Farm Bill (P.L. 115-334) included 

critical western drought provisions to support voluntary water conservation and 

efficiency improvements by farmers, ranchers, and the entities that serve them. 

Implementing these authorities in a coordinated and flexible fashion, with additional 

funding for the Regional Conservation Partnership Program, the Environmental Quality 

Incentives Program, and the Watershed Act (“P.L. 566”), would help to address the water 

supply challenges and sustain our agricultural economy. 

 

 Prioritize Clean Water for Tribal Nations: Providing reliable, clean drinking water is an 

essential component of the Federal responsibility to Indian Tribes. For too long, this basic 

responsibility has been neglected. The federal government should work in collaboration 

with tribes to support the planning, design, development, and operation of water 

infrastructure to ensure reliable clean drinking water for tribal nations. 

 

We are eager to continue working with you to develop an infrastructure proposal that will restore 

watersheds and support the West’s water needs. Thank you for your consideration. 

 

 

Sincerely,  

 

  

 

_________________________    _________________________ 

Michael F. Bennet      Ron Wyden 

United States Senator      United States Senator 

 

 

 

 

_________________________    _________________________ 

John Hickenlooper      Jeffrey A. Merkley 

United States Senator      United States Senator 

 

                                                 
3 https://fas.org/sgp/crs/homesec/IF10606.pdf 



2021 SWCD Grant Program – Staff Application Review (Date: 3-10-21 Follow-up Date: 3-13-21, 3-25-21)  

Name of Project/Applicant:   Colorado Cooperative Ditch Company – Cottonwood Syphon Emergency Repairs 

Total Project/Phase 
Cost 

Amount of Request 
SWCD funds 

Applicant Match 
(Cash / In-Kind) 

Other Funding Sources 

$68,407.02 $30,000.00 $38,407.02 None 
 (less than 50% of total) (at least 25% of total)  

 

Project Type Limits (Annual Max/5 Year Max Since 2018) SWCD Request 
Education  $5,000 / $10,000  

Water Supply/Restoration $75,000 / $150,000  
Public Forums/Workgroups $20,000 / $40,000  

Emergency No limit specified $30,000 
Statutory Purposes of SWCD (C.R.S. 37-47-101) 

Conservation of San Juan & Dolores rivers for storage, irrigation, mining, or manufacturing purposes; Construction of 
reservoirs, ditches and works of irrigation and reclamation of lands not yet irrigated, as well as supplemental supply; 
Promotion of the health and general welfare of State of Colorado; and Safeguarding of water to which Colorado is equitably 
entitled.  

If educational, does the project/program complement SWCD’s existing efforts? N/A 
 

Pre-Compact Water Right Yes ____ No ___ (See application for details) 
 

Application Information Criteria Met: 
Date Received  
Eligible Entity  

Required Match   
Less than 50% of Total Project Cost  
Project Type, Description, Location  

Anticipated Project Timeline  
Detailed Project Expense Budget  

No Legal, Payroll, or Grant Admin Costs supported by SWCD  
Identification of Project Beneficiaries & Partners  

Summary of Previous SWCD Funding Requests and Awards   
Not for a Project That Was Already Completed  – Temp. repairs completed in March, need materials 

on site, should temporary repair fail 
Use of Funds in 2021  – winter 2021/2022 but will need materials 

immediately 
Has Secured Remaining Project Funding   

Purposes of District  
-Pre-Compact  

-Compact Development & Entitlement  
-Health & Welfare  

-Irrigation & Storage  
 

Staff Recommendation: Approve in the reduced amount of $27,642.  
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2021 Grant Application 
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There is $32,000 remaining in the Emergency category and $23,243 unawarded from the Water Supply and Education 
categories for a total of $55,248 remaining in the overall 2021 grant program. Chris and Laura recommend staying within 
the overall budgeted amount of $230,000 for the grant program by approving both requests in the reduced amount of 
$27,642. The board would move unapproved funds from Water Supply and Education categories to the Emergency 
category. This seems appropriate given that both applications are true emergencies and maintain pre-compact water 
rights.  

Applicant Grant History 

Date Name Notes Amount 
2021 Colorado Cooperative Ditch Co. Cottonwood Syphon Emergency Repairs (Requested) $30,000.00 
2019 Colorado Cooperative Ditch Co. Brooks Trestle to Syphon Project $66,607.50 
2014 Colorado Cooperative Ditch Co. Tuttle Draw Syphon Replacement Project  $17,750.00 
   $114,357.50 

 

Director Notes/Questions: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Name of Authorized Entity Colorado Cooperative Company 
Type of Qualified Entity (See Guidelines) Ditch Co 
Mailing Address P.O. Box 231 
Federal ID Number 84-0172520 
Contact Person Aimee Tooker 
Position/Title Secretary/Treasurer 
Phone Number 970-864-7131 
Email Cccditch1894@gmail.com 
 

APPLICANT DESCRIPTION 
Please provide a brief description of the applying entity. For ditch companies, please provide the 
number of shareholders, acres served, and annual assessment. 
 
The Colorado Cooperative Company has been operating since 1894.  As of 2021 we have 160 
shareholders and 3250 total shares. The annual assessment in the last few years has been $38 per share. 
The assessments are the total operating budget for the year with a total of $123,500. Irrigated acres of 
farmland is approximately 7000-7500. 3.38 cfs are provided to the Towns of Nucla and Naturita thru 
the Colorado Cooperative Company. 6-9 cfs are carried to users down stream with water calls to 
provide clean, quick water per the decree filed. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Cccditch1894@gmail.com
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WATER ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
Please provide a narrative description of the activity’s physical location, as well as its purpose and 
benefits. Provide a description of the water supply source to be utilized or the water body affected 
by the project. If possible, include measureable results such as acres served, watersheds impact, 
types of crops, number of taps, length of ditch improvements, length of pipe installed, area of 
habitat improvements, or students impacted. Photos, maps, or other graphics can be inserted here or 
attached. 
 
Please explain how the project assists SWCD in furthering its statutory mission to protect, 
conserve, use, and develop the water resources of southwestern Colorado, as well as safeguard all 
waters to which Colorado is entitled. Specifically, if you project enhances or preserves any pre-
compact water rights, please describe the quantities, appropriation dates, and adjudication dates of 
those rights. For help acquiring water rights information, call DWR (970-247-1845). 
 
 
The Cottonwood syphon is the oldest syphon in the Colorado Cooperative Company’s system 
installed in the early 1960’s. It is along the Main lateral close to Pinon. It is essential to water 
irrigation distribution to all 160 shareholders on Tabeguache Park and for the domestic use of the 
Town of Nucla and the Town of Naturita. 
31.28 cfs. Appropriation 1895 Adj. 1911 
39.62 cfs. Appropriation 1908 Adj. 1916 
10.00 cfs. Appropriation 1926 Adj. 1929 
29.11 cfs. Appropriation 1932 Adj. 1939 
35.00 cfs. Appropriation 1939 Adj. 1942 
 
The project is 50 to 60 ft of 5 ft diameter pipe with a midline syphon replacement with 2 special 
dresser couplers. The last picture is the repair patch that is currently in place. 
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WATER PROJECT TIMELINE 
Please provide a narrative description of the timeline for the project’s major tasks and/or a 
detailed outline.  
 
The project will be complete in the winter of 2021-2022 unless the temporary repair fails during 
this up coming water irrigation season and emergency replacement and repair will need to be 
made immediately. It is imperative that we have all materials on site in case of Cottonwood 
syphon failure. 

 
ENGINEERING AND LEGAL FEASIBILITY 

Will the Project require the acquisition of an additional water right or change of existing water 
rights? If yes, please explain. 
no 
 
Will the Project require state or federal regulatory permits of any type? If yes, please explain. 
 
no 
Please list below and attach to this application any feasibility studies or investigations that have 
been completed or are now in progress for the proposed project. 
 
n/a 
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WATER ACTIVITY BUDGET 
Please provide any narrative description of the project expense and funding budget that is 
necessary. Please describe in-kind contributions, if any, and the anticipated decision date for 
those funding requests that have not already been approved. 
Load and transport new pipe and dressers 
Truck in machinery, welders, etc. to job site 
Remove old dressers and cut out temporary patch 
Weld in place new pipe and new dressers 
8-10 yards of concrete for new thrust box replacement 
Clean up old materials, scrap, etc. and haul off site 
Haul our machinery, welders, etc. from job site 
Machinery and Welder rentals 
Operators, welders, laborers  
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MATCHING REQUIREMENTS 
Applicants must demonstrate that they are actively contributing to the project for which they are 
requesting funding. Any grant approval will be contingent upon the recipient ultimately 
demonstrating that they have secured funding for the full project cost.  
 
In addition, applicants must also demonstrate that they will provide, through a cash contribution 
and/or the performance of in-kind services, at least 25% of the total project costs. See the 
guidelines and speak to staff for further clarification. Attach additional information if necessary. 

Contributing Entity Amount and Form of Match 
(note cash or in-kind) 

Colorado Cooperative Company employees 
will complete all work associated with the 
project. 

 Cash $38,407.02 

 Total Applicant Match (At Least 25%) $38,407.02 
Total Other Funding $0 

SWCD Request (Up to 50% of Project Cost)  
Total Project Cost $68,407.02 

 
 

WATER PROJECT BUDGET 
Task/Materials Description Funded By 

(Applicant, SWCD, Other) 
Amount  

 
Various 
(See handwritten notes included under “Water 
Activity Budget” with task, material and labor 
descriptions) 

CCC $33,500 

Material Pipe CCC $4,907.02 and 
SWCD $10,861.44 

$15768.46 

Material Dresser kits SWCD  $19138.56 
Total Project Cost $68,407.02 

Grant Administration Costs as a Percentage of Total Project Cost  % 0 
 

PREVIOUS SWCD AWARDS AND REQUESTS 
Please list all previous request and awards from SWCD by year, amount, and project title. Please 
ensure that your entity does not exceed the five year limits on awards outlined in the guidelines. 
 
Brooks Trestle to Syphon Project 2019 $66, 607.50 
Tuttle Draw Syphon Replacement Project 2014 $17,750 

 

https://swwcd.org/programs/financial-assistance-program/


Please list any existing long-term liability (multi-year) or indebtedness that exceeds one 
thousand dollars. This might include bank loans, government agency loans, or bond issues. 
Please provide the lender name, address, remaining principal, annual payment, and maturity 
date. If any of these liabilities are currently in default or have been in default at any time in the 

lease rovide a detailed ex lanation. Attach a se arate schedule as necessa 

Please identify all revenue sources for the applicant that would be available to repay SWCD 
should financial assistance be offered in the form of a loan. 

By signing below, I acknowledge I have read the SWCD Grant Program guidelines, I understand 
the program requirements, and I submit this application, which is complete and true to the best 
of my knowledge. 

Should the grant funds be awarded, I commit to requesting funds when they are needed, and 
using them only for the specific purpose and amount indicated in my application. SWCD 
requires written documentation of all committed project funds prior to disbursement. 

I understand that if the project is under budget, there is an expectation that grant funding will be 
returned to SWCD in the proportion the project was under budget. 

I understand that if the intended use of grant funds changes, board approval will be necessary. I 
,:,]<,r, nnrlPr<,tcinrl thcit 1;!\Vrn m,:>'7 rPrn,;rP cirlrl,t;r,ncil rlAf'lll'Y>Pntc,t,r,n rP<TClrrl;ncr thP ""'"' r,-fthP -f11nrl.., -·~~ -··--·�·-··•-· ···-· � .. ~-- "'·-.; ·--i

••"- ----··•--.-· -~-·· .. ·-.. ·-··� .. ·-o· .. -• ... o ····- ··~- ~·· ... _ ·-····~ 
at its discretion.

I acknowledge SWCD's requirement for a final written report, including a description of work 
completed and a detailed accounting of the use of funds. 
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Signature 
o3 /;o I 2odj 

Date 

Printed Name\\1 N\(' Q ·--s oake.C

Please sign and submit the completed application and any supplemental information via email to 
lauras@swwcd.org or mail it to SWCD 841 E. 2nd Ave., Durango, CO 81301. 

Do not hesitate to contact staff with any questions as you develop your application: 
Laura Spann, 970-247-1302, lauras@swwcd.org 
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2021 SWCD Grant Program – Staff Application Review (Date: 3-22-21 Follow-up Date: 3-23-21, 3-26-21)  

Name of Project/Applicant:   Farmers Water Development Company – Gurley Dam Embankment Slip Reconstruction 

Total Project/Phase 
Cost 

Amount of Request 
SWCD funds 

Applicant Match 
(Cash / In-Kind) 

Other Funding Sources 

$379,494.06 $32,000 $100,599.45  
 (less than 50% of total) (at least 25% of total)  

 

Project Type Limits (Annual Max/5 Year Max Since 2018) SWCD Request 
Education  $5,000 / $10,000  

Water Supply/Restoration $75,000 / $150,000  
Public Forums/Workgroups $20,000 / $40,000  

Emergency No limit specified $32,000 
Statutory Purposes of SWCD (C.R.S. 37-47-101) 

Conservation of San Juan & Dolores rivers for storage, irrigation, mining, or manufacturing Purposes; Construction of 
reservoirs, ditches and works of irrigation and reclamation of lands not yet irrigated, as well as supplemental supply; 
Promotion of the health and general welfare of State of Colorado; and Safeguarding of water to which Colorado is equitably 
entitled.  
 
If educational, does the project/program complement SWCD’s existing efforts? N/A 
 

Pre-Compact Water Right Yes ____ No ___ (See details in application.) 
 

Application Information Criteria Met: 
Date Received  
Eligible Entity  

Required Match  
Less than 50% of Total Project Cost  
Project Type, Description, Location  

Anticipated Project Timeline  
Detailed Project Expense Budget  

No Legal, Payroll, or Grant Admin Costs supported by SWCD  
Identification of Project Beneficiaries & Partners  

Summary of Previous SWCD Funding Requests and Awards   
Not For a Project That Was Already Completed   

Use of Funds in 2021   
Has Secured Remaining Project Funding  – seeking $197,000 from USDA and San Miguel County 

$50,000 
Purposes of District  

-Pre-Compact  
-Compact Development & Entitlement  

-Health & Welfare  
-Irrigation & Storage  

 

Staff Recommendation: Approve in the reduced amount of $27,642, conditioned on applicant providing confirmation of 
other grant funds awarded to support the full project cost (per SWCD grant guidelines).  



Page 2  
2021 Grant Application 
Staff Review 
 
There is $32,000 remaining in the Emergency category and $23,243 unawarded from the Water Supply and Education 
categories for a total of $55,248 remaining in the overall 2021 grant program. Chris and Laura recommend staying within 
the overall budgeted amount of $230,000 for the grant program by approving both requests in the reduced amount of 
$27,642. The board would move unapproved funds from Water Supply and Education categories to the Emergency 
category. This seems appropriate given that both applications are true emergencies and maintain pre-compact water 
rights. 

Applicant Grant History 

Date Name Notes Amount 
2021 Farmers Water Development Co. Gurley Dam Embankment Slip Reconst. (Requested) $32,000.00 
2014 Farmers Water Development Co. Williams Drop Headgate Repair, Rehab $50,000.00 
   $80,000.00 

 

Director Notes/Questions: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 









Please provide any narrative description of the project expense and funding budget that is 
necessary. Please describe in-kind contributions, if any, and the anticipated decision date for 
those funding requests that have not already been approved. 

We have started working with West End Economic Development (WEEDC) on all other funding 
opportunities, along with the help of WEEDC we have secured possible funding from San 
Miguel County in the amount of $50,000. We will know whether this has been secured after 
their budget review April 1st. WEEDC is also working on putting together a grant application to 
the USDA, we are asking for at least $197,000 which is within their grant funding amount 
available and the timeline for funding is 45 days after approval of the grant. We will also look 
loan opportunities through the CWCB, but would like to fund with grants as much as possible. 

We plan on providing the labor and some equipment costs as our in-kind contribution. We have 
two ditchrider's that will be able to focus on the repair once the irrigation season is over (most 
likely by August 1, 2021) and the company owns an excavator, dozer and dump truck that we 
will use as much as possible. 

We have already purchased the outlet tube extension and will begin to pull the material from the 
borrow pits as soon as possible, we will initially begin with crushing materials on-site, we will 
rent both the crusher and loader and will use funds obtained from this grant toward those costs. 
We will also continue to self-fund as much as we can to keep this project moving forward while 
awaiting further funding. To date FWDC has paid a total of $51,634.14 out-of-pocket for the 
Engineer's Repair Plans and the Geotechnical surview and reports, this also includes the 
purchase of the outlet tube extension and dam repair plan review fee paid to the Colorado 
Division of Water Resources; unfortunately, most of the engineering and geo-tech cost fell early 
last year but I have listed more recent costs that we have paid out-of-pocket and those are 
included in the matching funds graph below. 

V./e plan to provide matching funds for our request through our labor and equipment to pull 
material from the borrow pits at the reservoir. and explanation of how I came up with these 
amounts is included below. 

I figured all my matching labor rates provided in house as follows; 
Labor - $35/hour 
Equipment - $115/hour 
Equipment with Operator - $150/hour 

Pulling material from the borrow pits - 55hours w/an excavator plus operator 
Labor required for the rest of the project - 320 hours for two laborers 
Equipment required for the rest of the project - 120 hours 

FWDC will also continue to pay Engineering and Geo-tech fees out-of-pocket, we will also do 
all the seeding and re-mulching of the dam after the repair and plan to pay for this ourselves as 
well. These costs are also included in the matching funds amount. 
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' --
---- - - - -----------------

-- -- - - -
MATCHING REQ!!IREMENTS _____ 

-- . - . - - - -- --- ··-

Applicants must demonstrate that they are actively contributing to the project for which they are 
requesting funding. Any grant approval will be contingent upon the recipient ultimately 
demonstrating that they have secured funding for the full project cost. 

In addition, applicants must also demonstrate that they will provide, through a cash contribution 
and/or the performance of in-kind services, at least 25% of the total project costs. See the 
guidelines and speak to staff for further clarification. Attach additional information if necessary. 

Contributing Entity Amount and Form of Match 
(note cash or in-kind) 

FWDC - Labor for pulling material from $8,250 In-Kind Match 
borrow pits 55 hours with an excavator and 
operator ($150x55) 

FWDC - Paid 03/02/21 to CO Division of $2,277.96 out-of-pocket 
Water Resources -Dam Plan Review 
FWDC - Geo-Technical Engineering $23,404.92 out-of-pocket 

FWDC -Engineering Oversite $21,733.14 out-of-pocket 
FWDC-Seeding & Mulching (We will do this $5,000 out-of-pocket 

in-house) 
FWDC- 2 Ditchrider's labor@ $35/hour each $22,400.00 In-Kind Match 

320 hours to complete the proiect ($70x320) 
FWDC - Paid 09/14/20 to Recla Metal $3,733.43 out-of-pocket 

Outlet Tube Extension 
FWDC -Equipment Cost Match $13,800.00 In-Kind Match 

Owned by FWDC needed to complete the 
repair (120 hours x $115/hour) 
Total Applicant Match (At Least 25%) $100,599.45 

Total Other Funding $246,894.61 
SWCD Request (Up to 50% of Proiect Cost) $32,000 

Total Project Cost $379,494.06 

I 

--------- ------------
---------

i ----------- --- -
WATER PROJECT BUDGET 

- -------�----

Please provide a detailed project budget. You can use the template below or provide a more 
detailed table in an attachment. 

Note: Please describe any payroll or legal costs, as well as any costs for administering this and 
other grants. SWCD will not fund those portions of the project. 

Task/Materials Description Funded By Amount 
(Applicant, SWCD, Other) 

DETAILED BUDGET ATTACHED 

Total Pro.iect Cost $ 

Grant Administration Costs as a Percentage of Total Pro.iect Cost % 
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